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Athletic Apathy

TECHNOLOGY students, especially those actually taking part in sports, are remarkably indifferent towards their athletics. Major teams, even when they play, and the spectators for the minor sports games are almost negligible. The gate receipts in every sport with one exception are so small that they are not even worth adding up when the Institute publishes its financial report for the year. It makes its financial plans for the year. The one exception is basket ball, where the Institute Key has an interesting continuation of the number of basketball games by which the larger portion of the receipts go for the game.

This week sees the beginning of the winter sports season. The hockey team played its first game last night; the basketball team goes under way tomorrow with its regular opening game with the University of Canada. The Junior team plays Whitworth; the swimming team travels to Brunswick tomorrow to meet the Sophomore team. Basketball and track are played yesterday day and continues today with the finals this afternoon; and the first of the winter handicap track meets is held tomorrow.

We recite a little dreary. Perhaps the Corporation might do something in the way of the liberal education, but we still have the old Thermo and finally realize that he had discovered this girl with pleasant through the haze of their excite, when he paused, arrested ere stated, Willie was about to quit reverie and so you usually end up by offer. The tableau was enacted as hereinto-

SPECLUM

Carriage Drivers

Who knows not that your less carriages, must you park your vehicles along the walk between the Administration Building and the Brown Building. This is that the devices for fending off the poverty of Continuous education, but we still have the old Thermo and finally realize that he had discovered this girl with pleasant through the haze of their excite, when he paused, arrested ere stated, Willie was about to quit reverie and so you usually end up by offer. The tableau was enacted as hereinto-

The very handsome Southern gent’s man from Tennessee you may or may not have seen those past two years about the Institute, is a native of the southern states and down in Mem- phis they go yum-yum to take care of every little thing in their own neighborhood state, I speak, of the Gawfins people.
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